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CONTINUITY OF SYSTEMS OF DERIVATIONS
ON P-ALGEBRAS

R. L. CARPENTER1

Abstract. Let A be a commutative semisimple .F-algebra

with identity, and let Do, D¡, • • • be a system of derivations from

A into the algebra of all continuous functions on the spectrum of

A. It is shown that the transformations Do, D¡, • • • are necessarily

continuous. This result is used to obtain a characterization of

derivations on Hol(S2) where (I is an open polynomially convex

subset of C".

Introduction. In [4] Gulick proves that if Do, Pi, ■ • • , P„ is a

system of derivations from a commutative semisimple regular F-

algebra into C(S(A)), the algebra of all continuous functions on the

spectrum S(A) of A, then the functions D0, Pi, •■ • , Dn are all

continuous. This theorem is not as general as might be hoped for,

since the regularity condition is far too restrictive. It precludes, for

example, the existence of analytic structure in the algebra, while

algebras of analytic functions are among the most interesting alge-

bras which have derivations. It is shown in this paper that the regu-

larity condition is superfluous. We use a lemma proved by Johnson

[5] and a technique we developed in [2] to prove the more general

theorem that if A is a commutative semisimple Palgebra and D0,

Di, • • ■ is a system of derivations from A into C(S(A)), then each

of theP,, i = 0, 1, • • • , is necessarily continuous. This theorem allows

us to characterize derivations on Hol(i2) for Í2 an open polynomially

convex subset of C".

Preliminaries. An P-algebra is an algebra over the complex num-

bers which is a complete T2 topological space with respect to a

topology determined by a countable family of multiplicative semi-

norms {|| -II,}, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . No generality is lost if the seminorms

are assumed to be increasing. That is, we may assume || -||t^|| •H.+i

for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . In this paper we will always assume that the alge-

bras under consideration are commutative and have identities. The
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spectrum SiA) of an P-algebra A is the space of all continuous homo-

morphisms of the algebra A onto the complex numbers. SiA) is

given the Gelfand topology. If A is an P-algebra, then A can be

realized as the inverse limit of a sequence of Banach algebras An

(see [6]). There is a natural homeomorphism of the spectrum S(.4„)

onto a compact subset of SiA). We will henceforth identify SiAn)

with its image in SiA); with this identification, SiA) is the union of

the compact sets 5(^4») (see [l], [6]). For an element/ of A we will

use/* to denote the Gelfand transform of/. That is,/* is the function

defined on SiA) by/*(</>) =$(/) for every 0 in SiA). An P-algebra A

is semisimple iff for an element/ of A, (p(J) =0 for every $ESiA)

implies/ = 0 (see [6]).

We will use the symbol C to denote the complex numbers. For a

topological space P, CiT) will denote the algebra of all complex

valued continuous functions on P.

Systems of derivations. For the rest of this paper, A will denote a

semisimple commutative P-algebra with identity, and SiA) will de-

note the spectrum of A. We fix a sequence Au A2, ■ • • of Banach

algebras such that A is the inverse limit of the algebras Ai. A collec-

tion Do, Di, - - • of linear maps from A into C(5(^4)) is called a

system of derivations on A iff P0/=/A for every/ in A, and, for any

/, g in A,

Dkifg) = 2ZC) DifDk-ig

for each ¿ = 1,2, ■ • • . For a detailed discussion of systems of deriva-

tions, the reader is referred to [4].

Lemma 1 (Rosenfeld [7]). If (pESiA) is isolated in each SiAn)

which contains it, then (p is isolated in SiA).

Lemma 2 (Johnson [5]). Let <£-., 02, • • • be a sequence of distinct

points in SiA). For each positive integer k, there is a ykEA such that

(bi(yk) = Ofor i<k and (¡>i(yk) 9e Ofor i^k.

Proof. For P-algebras this lemma admits an easier proof than

the one originally given by Johnson. The reader is referred to [2]

for the proof.

For a point d>ESiA), let h^ denote the functional on CiSiA)) de-

fined by hif) =/(0) for every/GC(5(^)).

Lemma 3. Suppose that A is a semisimple F-algebra, that (p is an
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isolated point of S(A), and that Da, Pi, • • • is a system of derivations

on A. Then for i =1,2, • ■ -we have that h^Di is the zero functional on A.

Proof. The Shilov idempotent theorem implies there is an eEA

such that e"(4') = 1 for ̂  E S (A) — {<{>} and e*(<¡>) = 0. Since A is semi-

simple e is an identity for the ideal / = ker <¡>.

The functional A^Pi is a point derivation at <j> and consequently

I2+C is contained in kernel (h^Di). Since e is an identity for I, we

have I2 = I. Therefore h^,Di = 0.

Fix a positive integer k, and assume that h+Di, • ■ ■ , h^Dk are

zero. For any/GP we have

*+l /£ -I- 1\

h,Dk+i(f) = *♦]£( ) Di(e)Dk+i_i(f) = 0.
¿=o \    *    /

For an arbitrary fEA, we have f = g+ot where gEI and a£C. An

easy induction proof shows that Dj(a) =0 for any aEC and j = l,

2, • ■ • . Therefore h^Dk+i = 0, and induction implies htDi, h$D2, • • ■

are all zero. □

LetyEA,<t>ES(A), and Do, Di, • • • be a system of derivations on

A.

Lemma 4. Suppose <f>(y) = 0; fix a positive integer k. Then for any

j<k we have h¿Djyk = 0.

Proof. It is clear that A^P0y = 0.

Fix a positive integer n and suppose that A#P;y" = 0 for j<n. Let

j<n+l. Then

KDjy»+i = A, 23 Q DiyDj^y = h*(D0yDjy») = 0.

The lemma now follows from the axiom of induction. □

Theorem 5. Peí A be a semisimple F-algebra with identity and D0,

Pi, • ■ • be a system of derivations from A into C(S(A)) such that

Po/=/* for every fEA. Then each of the derivations Dit * = 0, 1, • • -,

is continuous.

Proof. It is clear that D0 is continuous. Fix a positive integer k,

and assume that Di is continuous for i<k. We will use the closed

graph theorem to show that Dk is continuous. However, C(S(A)) is

complete with respect to the compact open topology if and only if

5(^1) is a ¿-space, and it has recently been shown that there are

P-algebras B for which S(B) is not a ¿-space (see [3]). In order to
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apply the closed graph theorem, we regard Dk not as a function into

C(S(A)) but rather as a function into C(k(S(A))). Where HSiA)) is

the set SiA) with the weak topology generated by the Gelfand com-

pact subsets of SiA). The space CikiSiA))) is complete with re-

spect to the compact open topology. Hence, we can conclude PV.^4

—>CikiSiA))) is continuous if we can show its graph is closed;

this will imply Dk is continuous when regarded as a function into

C(S(A)).
In order to show that the graph of Dk is closed, we consider the set

P= {d>ES(A):h^,Dk is continuous}.

Let d>o be an isolated point in S(A). It follows from Lemma 3 that

d>o is in P. Hence, Pcontains all of the isolated points of SiA).

Let </>o be an element of SiA) and suppose d>0 is not isolated in

SiA); Lemma 1 implies there is an integer n such that </>0 is not iso-

lated in SiAn). If 0o is not a limit point of 5(^4„)P\P, then we can

choose a sequence </>i,</>2, • • • of distinct points in 5(^4„)— P.

Use Lemma 2 to select a sequence {y,} C^4 such that d>i(y,) =0 for

i<j and <piiy¡)9í0 for i^j. Making use of the fact that htiDk is not

continuous at zero and that D¡ is continuous for j<k, we choose a

sequence {x¿}C^4 such that

max{||xi(yi • • • y,)*+1||<, ||x»(yi ■ • • yj-iyj+i • ■ ■ y¿)*+1||¿

7 = 2, • ■ -,1-1} <2<

and

r   i     i_1
KiDkXi ^ \i 4-   h^Dk 2^, Xjiyi ■ ■ ■ y,)*+1

L        I y_o

+ IK £ C) DAyi ■ ■ ■ y,)k+1D^Xi 111 <*>,(yi • • • y.)
i=i \j/ IJ

-¿-I

The symbol || -||i denotes the ith seminorm on A, and we assume the

seminorms are increasing.

The series  /,<" . Xjjyi • - - y,)4+1 converges to an element x of A.

For any positive integer i, we have

i-l

h+fDkx = KHk ¿Z Xjiyi ■ ■ ■ y,)k+l + KHkXiiyi ■ ■ ■ yiy+l
J=l

+ hnk 22 *j(yi ■ ■ ■ yj)k+l-
)=i+l

The expression h<¡,iDk¿2?=i+i Xjiyi • • • y,)k+l may be written as
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k\   -      *+!_ v-> / ■.k+1
hi 23 ( ,) P¡y¿+iP*-¡ 23 xÀyi ■ • ■ yiVi+2 • ■ ■ yi)

1=0 \ 1/ j'-i+l

Using Lemma 4, we see that this expression is zero. Hence

h^Dkx\   = hiDk 23 *y(yi • • • yi)k+l + (hiDkxù<t>i(yi ■ ■ ■ yi)k+l
i-l

+ *♦.-£( .)Dj(yi- ■ -y^D^jXi > i.

This shows that the function Dkx is unbounded on S(A„). But this

is a contradiction, since Dkx is a continuous function on S(An) and

5(^4„) is compact. Hence <£0 must be a limit point of Trs\S(An).

We thus have that for each <f>ES(A) there is an integer n such that

4> is in the closure of Tr\S(A„). Since each fEC(k(S(A))) is con-

tinuous when restricted to S(An), we have that {h^'.^ET} separates

the points of C(k(S(A))). This is sufficient to guarantee that the

graph of Dk is closed. Hence Dk is continuous. Induction implies P,

is continuous for each ¿=1,2, • • ■ . □

By a derivation on the algebra A, we mean a linear function D from

A into C(S(A)) such that D(fg) =f'Dg+g^Df for any/, g£^. Now
suppose D is a derivation on A, and *i, • • • , xn are elements of A,

and p is a polynomial in n variables. An elementary calculation shows

that Dp(xi, ■ • ■ , xn) = 23ï"-i (Dxi)dip(xC, • • • , x„). Here ¿¿ denotes

the partial derivative of p with respect to the ith variable.

Consider the algebra Hol(Q) for a polynomially convex open subset

fi of C". (Hol(fí) denotes the algebra of all analytic functions on fi

with the compact open topology.) Since £2 is polynomially convex,

polynomials in the coordinate functions Zi, • ■ ■ , zn are dense in

Hol(i2). Let D be a derivation from Hol(i2) into C(Í2). For any poly-

nomial p, we have Dp(zh ■ ■ ■ , zn) = 23?»i Dzdip(zi, • • • , z„). If

/GHol(ß), we can choose a sequence {pj} of polynomials such that

{pi} converges to/ with respect to the compact open topology. For

each i=l, • • ■ , n, we have {d,pj}¡ converges to dif. Theorem S im-

plies that D is continuous. Therefore P/= 23"= i Dzadif. We thus have

the following theorem.

Theorem 6. If Í2 is an open polynomially convex subset of Cn and

D is a derivation from Hol(fi) into C(£2), then Df= 23 Dzidif for every

/GHol(ß).

We note that a similar characterization is valid for systems of

derivations on Hol(Q), since Theorem 5 guarantees the continuity

of any such system.
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